
Magnifique Musical Finale
THE GALA DINNER CLOSED THIS YEAR’S GME WHICH CONTINUED THE MUSIC THEME.  GUEST SPEAKER, MATHIEU JATON, CEO OF THE 
MONTREUX JAZZ FESTIVAL TREATED THE AUDIENCE TO A BRIEF HISTORY OF SOME OF THE ICONIC STARS WHO HAVE APPEARED AT 
THE FESTIVAL AND HELPED MAKE IT SUCH A HUGE SUCCESS STORY.
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Wine tasting in the vineyards
The group spent the morning discovering the magnificent Lavaux Vineyards and 

its wines, plus enjoying the amazing views across Lake Geneva from the vineyards’ 
steep slopes.  Some of the terraces are so steep that during harvest helicopters are 
sometime used to collect the grapes.  From the vineyard it was on to the important 
task of tasting a selection of fresh, fruity white wines produced from the Chasselas 
grape. 

All things chocolate 
One of the things Switzerland is best known for is its chocolate. The dedicated 

chocolate lovers at GME had a treat in store when they visited a famous local 
chocolate maker at his atelier.  They discovered chocolate styles and were able to 
taste different chocolates, and even made their own chocolate tablet.



Meeting Planner 
Perspectives
CHRIS PARNHAM, ABSOLUTE 
CORPORATE EVENTS (ACE), CAROLYN 
PUND, CISCO SYSTEMS, DAMION BRUST, 
DIRECTIONS CONFERENCE & INCENTIVE 
MANAGEMENT, BHARET MALHOTRA, 
CVENT & JURRIAEN SLEIJSTER, MCI 
SWITZERLAND.

In an open discussion the panel 
tackled various topics and gave their 
views on a series of important industry 
issues including agency mergers; fee 
charging; the use of technology, ethics, 
security of data, sustainability, the 
future of face-to-face meetings and 
more efficient mobile APPs.

Western Canada Auction Prize Winner!
Jeff Canham from Prestige Global Meeting Source, bid 4400 Euros for
the amazing auction prize. The money will be matched by Accor and
donated to EVAM, the local charity that provides a home for local
asylum seekers aged between 12-17 years. Jeff is seen here with the
sponsors of the prize, Lois Wallis from Tourism Vancouver, Nicola Alexander,
Travel Alberta, Randy Lambe, Fairmont Canada’s Western Mountain Region.
& Chantal Barbucci, Fairmont Vancouver.

Accor Update
CHRIS CAHILL, DEPUTY CEO ACCOR 
AND CEO LUXURY BRANDS.

Chris explained the growth and 
change that the company had 
undergone over the past five years, 
and how Accor had meant different 
things to different people, depending 
on the region. The company was now 
in a dominant position in many of the 
major markets, with a program of  new 
hotels in the pipeline for the individual 
brands. He thanked the audience for 
their business and support, and for 
participating in the GME.

Chaplin’s World
This year celebrates the 130th anniversary of the birth one of the most important figures in motion picture history, Charlie Chaplin. 

On a visit to Chaplin’s World delegates had a chance to discover more about the life of this multi-talented actor, director, writer and 
composer widely regarded as the greatest comic artist of the screen.

The Olympic spirit  
The visit to the Olympic Museum in Lausanne was a great opportunity for delegates to dive into the history, dreams, challenges 

and values that have contributed to making the Olympic movement what it is today. It was a chance to visit the largest information 
centre on the subject of the Olympic Games in the world, and is home to interactive exhibitions, document, films and collections of 
precious objects dating from Greek antiquity up to modern time.   

Glacier 3000
It was an early 7.15am start and took less than half an hour to transport 

delegates by bus from the palm trees around the lake up to the snow. In addition 
to the never to be forgotten panoramic views of the Alps, the Matterhorn, the 
Eiger and Mont Blanc, delegates enjoyed a tour of the glacier by bus and the 
Peak Walk.  The walk is across the only suspension bridge in the world that 
connects two mountain peaks.  A trip that was surely worth getting up early for! 

Brand Panel
WITH SUCH RAPID EXPANSION OF 
HOTEL BRANDS UNDER THE ACCOR 
BANNER, THE LINE-UP FOR THE 
MASTER BRAND UPDATE PROVIDED 
THE AUDIENCE WITH A GUIDE AS TO 
HOW THE VARIOUS BRANDS NOW FIT 
UNDER THE UMBRELLA. 

Led by moderator David Kurk, 
the panel, Rick Harvey Lam - SVP 
Global Brand Management, Luxury & 
Premium Brands; Sharon Cohen – VP 
Fairmont; Joao Rocco – VP Sofitel & SO/
Brands; Lilien Roten – VP Swissôtel & 
Pullman Brands and Nick Bosworth 
– VP Mövenpick Brand provided 
an insight into the positioning and 
characteristics of each of their brands.


